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Violence 

The phallus is often used as a symbol for aggression. Gestures symbolizing violent 

penetration vary around the world. In Eastern Europe, a thumb stuck out between your forefinger 

and middle finger means the same thing as giving someone the finger in the U.S. Often, the fist 

is part of an obscene phallic gesture, such as the ubiquitous showing someone the back of your 

elevated right fist while slapping your right upper arm with your left hand, with comments such 

as “shove it.” All of this is Mars in action. 

Thanks to the Internet we can easily find lists with thousands of euphemisms for the male 

penis. If you peruse such lists you will soon notice how many of them have connotations to 

weaponry and violence. When not refined through years of disciplined training, there is a 

primitive, simplistic and raw violence to Mars sexuality.  

Mars is also center stage when we sexualize objects or people. We see this when Mick 

Jagger strums his guitar, held low down and in front of his crotch, or with the leather-clad biker 

who mounts his motorcycle to go “burn some rubber,” or when a woman says she is going home 

to “ride her man.”  

Violence is a difficult subject for many to discuss. The actor Woody Harrelson, reflecting 

on his past once said, 

 

Violence was almost an aphrodisiac for me. 

 



Looking at the prevalence of violence in our culture that notion seems to ring true with 

our whole country: an extraordinary murder rate, our fondness for hunting, the prevalence of 

guns, violent movies and videogames are just some obvious indications. 

At the same time pacifism exists in American society too. It is taught to us mainly 

through humanistic and religious institutions. The universal pacifist doctrine, to bear insults 

without revenge, which in essence means to turn the other cheek, is the pinnacle example of this. 

Various religions, however also teach the doctrine that we must fight for our religion and often 

this includes bloodshed in the name of our belief. In the Bible, in Timothy 6:12 this is spelled out 

as, “fight the good fight of faith.” Non-Christian religions express the same idea in other words. 

People fight for peace and call themselves peace activists, both martial words. 

These obviously mixed messages, between fighting in the name of your God and bearing 

insults with dignity, are highly confusing, until you apply archetypal language. Archetypally, 

killing for your beliefs or taking a firm Gandhi-like non-violent stand, are both expressions of 

Mars, only on opposite ends of our scale. 

Because Mars exists in every one of us, those who whip us into a martial frenzy – be this 

for the glory of our team, for the glory of our country, or for the glory of our God – are speaking 

cleverly to the Mars in all and trying to move him along the scale towards a place where he will 

support some particular kind of violent action. 

As Gandhi proved, it is equally possible to bring huge crowds of people together in an 

activist yet peaceful manner. This does not imply being inactive. Gandhi once said, 

 

I am not a pacifist. I am not passive anything. 

 



Mars is certainly not passive and can originate from a healthy anger and still be non-

violent. By studying your Mars, you can understand what your natural, untrained, anger would 

look like. 

Martial artists, too, struggle with balance in life only here it is quite literal. Staying in that 

centered place is what ultimately allows them to fend off an attack. If we lose our balance when 

we are assaulted, then we become a pushover. We also lose our balance if we attack first because 

we are then off-center. That is why, to a martial artist, a preemptive strike is a fallacy. 

Once you have been attacked, there is such a thing as healthy defensive action, as 

standing your ground, as fighting for justice. Sometimes you have to shoot back. As the 

politician Gail Boardman once said, 

 

You can’t aim a duck to death. 

 

Anger at the status quo has brought many governments and so-called leaders down. To be 

viable, social change needs Mars. The real problem with violence is that it is a sign of frustration. 

There is an old tongue-in-cheek carpenter’s truism that “if it doesn’t fit, use a bigger hammer.” If 

you follow any political Weblog, where people are posting their opinions back and forth online, 

it is usually when a person runs out of intelligent things to say that he or she uses abusive 

language and explicatives. Without many years of martial arts-style training, Mars is not very 

sophisticated, often more brawn than brain. 

Looking at our generally violent society we could say that we have not done a good job 

of giving Mars enough productive tasks and missions. We know how to go to war, we know how 

to root for the home team and we know how to bear arms. That is only a small part of what Mars 



is capable of. It becomes the assignment of every one of us to express our Mars in additional and 

more creative ways. 

Ironically, in what are often referred to as “primitive” societies there are built in rituals 

that deal with Mars on a collective level. Because violence is given a “real” place in such 

societies, senseless violence is largely absent. Martial symbolism prevails during such 

ceremonies. Rituals include piercing, tattooing and other “marking” rituals that note and 

celebrate significant moments of transition in the member’s life. We find coming-of-age rituals 

that involve feats of courage and strength. Blood, symbolizing fertility and sacrifice, and being in 

itself a martial symbol, features prominently in many passage rituals. We see this with the 

celebration of young women when they begin to bleed, or with the carving of scars into flesh 

indicating the arrival of adulthood. 

I once participated in a South American ritual where over one hundred men lined up in 

two facing rows about eight feet apart. The space resounded with several drums unified in a 

feverish rhythm that matched our pounding hearts. First, one row advanced while the other 

retreated and then the retreating side walked forward while the other side walked backwards. A 

man in the advancing row would hurl every possible insult and every possible obscene gesture at 

the man across from him. Then, when the roles were reversed, each man had to take those same 

insults. There was only one rule, no physical contact. 

This is a powerful example of how the collective can harness potentially lethal martial 

energy. There are, of course, plenty of horrific examples where raw Mars has simply destroyed, 

separated and killed rather than embraced his own youthful rage. While there is such a thing as a 

naturally docile Mars, for instance Mars in relationship with Neptune, martial energy always has 

to do with some kind of spirited action. 



Most cultures encourage the aggressive side of Mars more in boys than in girls. In the 

U.S., there are also more gateways for boys to contact Mars in ritual and thus give him an outlet. 

Think of contact sports, fast cars and hunting. In a changing world, more martial activities 

become acceptable for women to express their Mars without being seen as “wanting to be one of 

the guys”: from violent video games, to girl soccer, to competitive shooting, to kickboxing 

workouts. 

 


